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Given a finite partition of the natural numbers, we show that there is one cell 
with the property that many (in a density sense made precise later) sequences have 
all of their finite sums in this one cell. We also show that many arithmetic 
progressions, together with their increments, lie in this one cell. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N be the set of positive integers. Schur’s Theorem [ 121 (which says 
that whenever N is finitely colored, one can find monochrome x, y, and 
x+y) can be phrased as: “If FEN and N=Ui,,Ai, then there exist i<r 
and n E Ai such that A i n A i - n # Qr.” This was strengthened [ 1 ] to: “If 
r E N and N = U i<r Ai, then there exists i < Y such that for each E > 0, 
a({n~A~: d(AinAi-n)>LI(Ai)2-&})>0.” (Here d((A) is ordinary upper 
density. That is d((A) = lim sup, _ 3. IA n { 1, 2, . . . . n} 1 /n.) One cannot hope 
to obtain d((n~A~:d(A~nA~-n)>~((A~)‘>)>o. A counterexample is 
provided via “normal” sets for which one would get a((A n A -n) = a(A)2 
for all n # 0. See [3] for details. 
Schur’s Theorem has been generalized in several directions. We are con- 
cerned here with two of these, the Finite Sum Theorem and Brauer’s 
Theorem. The Finite Sum Theorem [lo] says that if Y EN and 
N= Uicr Ai, then there exist i< r and an infinite subset B of Ai with 
FS(B) E A,. (Here FS(B) = {C F: F is a finite non-empty subset of B}.) We 
show in Section 2 (in Corollary 2.4) that if r E N and N = lJiXr Ai, then 
there exists i < r such that k!(Ai) > 0 and, given d(Ai) > 6 > 0 one can induc- 
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tively construct an infinite set B c Ai such that FS(B) c Ai and whenever G 
is a finite non-empty subset of B with /G/ = n, d(Ain n {A,-y: 
y E FS(G)}) > 62n. We show further that at each stage of this construction of 
B the set of choices for the next element has positive density. 
Brauer’s Theorem [4] simultaneously generalizes Schur’s Theorem and 
van der Waerden’s Theorem. It says that if r E N and N= lJi< r Ai, then 
there exist i < r and, for each k E N, a and m with {m, a, a + m, . . . . a + 
(k-l)m)cA,. That is, for each kEN, {mEAi:n,,,Ai-jm#52(}#125. 
We show in Section 3 (in Corollary 3.4) that the conclusion can be 
strengthened to 
We work here with the semigroup (/IN, +), where BN is the Stone-Tech 
compactification of N and + is the left continuous extension of ordinary 
addition to /IN with p + n = n + p for all p E /IN and all n E N. We take the 
points of /IN to be ultrafilters on N. (An ultrafilter p may be viewed as a 
(0, 1 }-valued finitely additive measure ,uP on P(N) = {A: A c N}. The 
statements A EP and pLp(A) = 1 are equivalent.) The operation + on /IN is 
characterized by the following fact: given p, q E /IN and A c N, A EP + q if 
and only if {xEN:A-xEp}Eq. (Where A-x=(y~N:y+x~A}.) See 
[ll], for an elementary development of (/?N, +). 
We let o be the first infinite ordinal. Thus o = N u (0). We view each 
element n E o as the set of its predecessors. Thus the terms IZ <k and n E k 
are synonymous. Given sets A and B we write ‘A for the set of functions 
from B to A. Given a set A and a cardinal k we write [Alk = {B c A: 
jBl=k} and [A]‘“= {Bc A: /BI <k}. We have already defined FS(A). 
Analogously, given a set V of sets, we write FU( V) = { l.j W: W is a finite 
non-empty subset of V}. 
Several of our lemmas and theorems begin with the hypothesis “Let 
p E flN such that p + p =p and d(B) > 0 whenever B up.” We close this 
introduction with a proof that this hypothesis is non-vacuous. 
1.1. LEMMA. There exists p E /IN such that p +p =p and d(B) > 0 
whenever BEG. Further, given any such p and any BEG, there exists 
CE [B]” such that FS(C) c B. 
Prooj By [Ill, Theorem 10.81 (due to van Douwen) the set 
A = {p E /JN: for all B EP, d(B) > 0} is a compact subsemigroup of (BN, +). 
Hence (see, e.g., [ 11, Theorem 8.11) we may pick p E A such that p + p =p. 
By [ll, Theorem 8.61 (due to Galvin) any p with p +p=p satisfies the 
second statement of the lemma. 1 
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2. A DENSITY VERSION OF THE FINITE SUM THEOREM 
We begin with a slight strengthening of the density version of Schur’s 
Theorem. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let p E /IN such that p + p = p and d(B) > 0 whenever B E p. 
Let A6p and let E>O. Then {xEA:A-XE~ and d(AnA-x)> 
d(A)2-~}~p. 
ProoJ: Let B= (x~lV:d(AnA-x)>d(A)2-~E). It suffices to show 
that Bcp. (For Acp and, sincep+p=p, {xEN:A-XEP}EP. Thus one 
will have A n B n (x E N: A -x EP} EP as required.) Suppose B $p. Then 
N\BE~ so pick by Lemma 1.1, CE [N\B]” with FS(C)c N\B. 
Enumerate C faithfully as {x,,: n GO}. Let S= {C;=, xk: n EO}. Pick by 
[ 1, Proposition 3.11 y < z in S such that z -y E B. Pick n and m in CL) with 
n<m such that Y=C;=~ xk and z=CrzOxk. Then 
z-y= 2 x,EFS(C)~N\B, 
k=n+l 
a contradiction. 1 
We have already said that our aim is to inductively construct a set with, 
among other things, the ability to make a positive density of choices at 
each step of the construction. We make thjs idea precise by way of a tree. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let A c N. We say T is a tree in A if and only if 
Tc Urn<, “A and whenever fGTand domain (f)=n>O, f,(n-I,ET. We 
say that f is an infinite path of T provided f E “A and, for each n E w, 
.&,E T. 
Note that ‘A = {@J and h ence @ serves as a “root” of the tree. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let p E /3N such that p +p =p and d(B) > 0 whenever 
B EP. Let A EP and let 0 < 6 <d(A). There is a tree T in A such that 
(1) for each infinite path f of T, 
(a) FS({f(t):tEw})cA, and 
(b) given any finite non-empty subset F of o, 
d Ann (A-y:y~FS({f(t): tEF})} 
i 
and 
(2) for each g E T with domain(g) = n, 
d({xEA:gu((n,x)}ET})>O. 
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ProoJ: Given n E cc), g E “A, and Fc n, let 
B(F,g)=Ann (A-y:yEFS({g(t):tEF})} 
(so qa g) = .4 ), 
and 
C(E g) = (x E w, g): w> g) -x EP 
and d(B(F, g) n B(F, g) - x) > S2’F’-‘}, 
Dcg) = n (7, g): k ~1. 
Let r, = { @ } and inductively for n E o let T,, + , = { g u ( (n, x) > : g E T,? and 
xED(g) and x>g(n- l)}. Let T=U,,.,, T,,. We show T is as required. 
Trivially T is a tree in A. (Given x E D(g), x E C(@, g) c B(@, g) c A.) 
We show first, by induction on n, that for all g E T,, and all Fc n, 
C(F, g) EP and d(B(F, g)) > 62’p’. Observe that 
ifk=maxFandh=g,,+,,thenB(F,g)=B(F,h) 
and C(F, g) = C(F, h). (*I 
First assume n=O. Theng=@ and F=IZ(. Thus B(F,g)=A so d(B(F,g)) 
> 6 = d20. Also C(F, g) = { x6A:A-XEJJ and d(AnA-x)>h2j. Let 
~=d(A)~-b*. Then C(F,g)= { SEA: A-x~p and d(AnA-x)> 
d(A)*-&} so by Lemma 2.1, C(F, g)Ep. 
Now let n E o and assume that for all g E T,, and PC n, C(F, g) EP. Let 
g E T, + i and Fc n + 1. By the observation (*) we may assume n E F. Let 
h=g,,> let H= F\ {n}, and let x=g(n). Then hE T,,, x~D(h), and 
g=hu{(n,x)}. Since C(H,h)~pand C(H,h)cB(H,h), B(H,h)cp. 
We now claim that 
B(F, g) = B(H, h) n B(H, h) - x. (**I 
To see this, let ZE B(H, h) n B(H, h)-x. Then ZE B(H, h) c A. Let 
y E FS( { g(t): t E F}) and pick G c {g(t): t E F} such that y = C G. We show 
ZEA-y. If x$G, then Gc (h(t): teH} so yEFS({h(t): tEH}) and 
hence, since z E B(H, h), z EA -y. We thus assume x E G. If G = {x}, 
then zEB(H,h)-xcA-x=A-y, as required. We therefore 
assume K=G\{x}#@. Then Kc{h(t):t~H}. Let u=CK. Then 
uEFS({h(t): teH}) so z+xcB(H, h)cA-u. Thus z+y=z+x+v~A 
so that B(H, h) n B(H, h) -x c B(F, g). The reverse inclusion is established 
in a similar fashion. 
Since xED(h)cC(H,h) we have B(H,h)-xep. Thus B(H,h)n 
B(H,h)--x~p so B(F,g)cp. Now, since x~C(ff,h) and B(F,g)r> 
B(H, h) n B(H, h)-x, we have d(B(F, g)) > d21H’+’ = iS21F’. Let p= 
d(B(F, g)) - d21F’ and let E = 2~6~‘~’ +p2. Then E>O. Let E= {zEB(F, g): 
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B(F, g) - z EP and d(B(F, g) n B(F, g) - Z) > d(B(F, g))’ - E}. By 
Lemma 2.1, Eep. Since d(B(F, g))‘- E = (h21F’ + 11)” -E = 62’F’+‘, we have 
E = C(F, g) so C(F, g) EP. The induction is complete. 
Now let f be any infinite path of T. We show (using an old argument of 
Galvin) ‘by induction on IF[, that if F is a finite non-empty subset of QJ and 
n = min F, then CIEF f(t) E B(n, f,,). First assume F= {n} and let g=fin+ r 
and h=f,,. Then g=hu {(n, f(n))] with f(n)ED(h)cC(rz, h)cB(n, h) 
as required. Now assume lZJ’ > 1, let G = F\ {n>, and let m = min G. 
Then CIEGf(f) E Bhf,,) = B(n+ Lfinfl) =B(n,f;J n Bhfin)-f(n) 
(by (**)). Thus Crtc f(t)+ f(n)E B(n,f,,) as required. Since each 
B(n,f,,,) c A, we have established conclusion (l)(a). For (l)(b), let F be a 
finite non-empty subset of o and pick n > max F. The conclusion of (l)(b) 
is precisely the statement, proved above, that d(B(F, f,,)) > a21F’. 
Finally, to establish (2), let ge T with domain(g) = n. Then {xEA: 
gu {n, x)} E r} = D(g). Since we have established that C(F, g) up for each 
Fc ~1, we have that D(g) EP and hence that d(D(g)) > 0, as required. 1 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let r E N and let N = lJicr Ai. Then there exists i < r 
such that d(Ai) > 0 and, given d(Ai) > 6 > 0 one can inductively choose a 
sequence (x,),,, such that 
(1) FS((x,:n<w))cA;and 
(2) for each finite non-empty subset F of w, 
d A,nn {Ai-y:y~Fs((x,:n~F})} >li2”‘. 
> 
Further, at each state of this construction (i.e., given (x,),,,), the set of 
choices for x, has positive upper density. 
Proof By Lemma 1.1, pick p E PN such that p + p = p and d(B) > 0 for 
all Bep. Pick i< r such that Aiep and apply Theorem 2.3. 1 
3. A DENSITY VERSION OF BRAUER'S THEOREM 
The proof of our density version of Brauer’s theorem is not as elemen- 
tary as those of the previous section since we appeal to deep results from 
ergodic theory. 
By a probability measure space we mean a triple (X, 5?‘, p), where X is a 
set, 98 is a o-algebra of subsets of X, and p is a o-additive measure on %9 
with p(X) = 1. A transformation T: X+ X is measure preserving if 
whenever BE W one has T- ‘B E 65’ and p( T-‘B) = p(B). In case T is inver- 
tible we will call the quadruple (X, a, p, T) a measure preserving system. 
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The correspondence principle due to Furstenberg is the core of the 
ergodic-theoretical approach to density theorems in Ramsey theory. We 
have need of a special case of this principle. For proofs of the correspon- 
dence principle see [6, Theorem 1.1; 5, Lemma 2.5; 9, pp. 144, 1451. 
3.1. THEOREM (Furstenberg). Let E c N with d(E) > 0. There exist 
probability measure space (X, 97, p), a set A E 93 with ,u(A) = d(E) and 
an invertible measure preserving transformation T: X -+ X, such that for 
any kcN and any n,,n, ,..., n,EN, d(EnE-n,n . . . nE-n,)> 
p(A n T”‘A n ... n T”&A). 
Furstenberg showed that for any measure preserving system (X, B, p, T), 
any A E%? with p(A) > 0 and any k E N, there exists n E N such that 
p(A n T”A n T2”A n . . . n TknA) > 0. (In fact he showed more, see [2, 
Sect. 1 I.) In view of Theorem 3.1, this gives the existence of arbitrarily long 
arithmetic progressions in any set of positive upper density. This is the 
celebrated theorem of Szemertdi. 
In [7] (see also [S]), Furstenberg and Katznelson proved a very deep 
and general ergodic theorem which contains as special cases many impor- 
tant old and new results of Ramsey Theory. Of special interest for us is the 
following strengthening of Szemeredi’s theorem, which in a corollary of [7, 
Theorem A]. 
3.2. THEOREM (Furstenberg and Katznelson). For any measure pre- 
serving system (X, .?8, p, T), any A E 4? with p(A) > 0, any k E N and any 
infinite set Cc N, there exists n E FS(C) such that 
p(An T”An T2”An . . . nTk”A)>O. 
In other words, for any infinite Cc N, 
{n E N: p( A n T”A n T2”A n . . n Tk”A ) > 0} n FS( C) # a. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let p EPN such that for each Bcp, d(B) > 0 and there 
exists C E [B]” such that FS(C) c B. Then for each A EP and each k E N, 
{mEA:d(AnA-mnA-2mn ..’ nA-km)>O}Ep. 
Proof: Let D={mEA:d(AnA-mnA-2mn...nA-km)>O} 
and suppose D$p. Then A\DE~ so pick CE [A\D]” with FS(C)cA\D. 
Since A EP, d(A) > 0. Pick by Theorem 3.1, a measure preserving system 
(X, B, p, T) and some B E G? with p(B) = d( A) and for all t, n 1, n2, . . . . n, E N, 
d(AnA-n,n . ..nA-n.)bp(BnT”Bn . ..nT”‘B). PickbyTheorem 
3.2, n E FS(C) such that p(B n T”B n T2”B n ... n Tk”B) > 0. Then 
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d(AnA-nnA-2nn “. nA-kn)>O. But also ne:A so LED, a con- 
tradiction. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let r E N and let N= UiCr Ai. There exists i < r such 
that for each kEN, d({mEAi: d(AinA,-mnAi-2mn ... n 
Ai-km)>O})>O. 
Proo$ Pick by Lemma 1.1, p EPN such that whenever BEG, d(B) > 0 
and there exists CE [B]” such that FS(C) c B. Pick i < r such that A, EP. 
By Theorem 3.3, {mEAi:d(AjnAj-mnAj-2mn ... nAi-km)> 
O)EPSO d({mEAi:d(AjnA,-mnAi-2mn ... nAi-km)>O))>O. 1 
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